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he goal is to construct a stable balance of T power for the late twentieth century. Crit- 
its point out that no balance of power has ever assured 
justice. or even peace. War and the threat of war have 
been the central instruments of balance-of-power opera- 
tions. A system based on a niultiplicity of sovereign 
states is a poor vehicle fcrr managing the crucial problems 
of our time. I consider those problems to be univer- 
salized ideologies in  conflict; nuclear weaponry-and 
perhaps technology in tending to slip out of control; 
population explosion; maldistribution and looming in-  
sufficiency in energy and other natural resources; en- 
vironmental deterioration; growth of multinational cor- 
porate power; the fragility of national and international 
economies; and on and on. These problems are different 
in kind from the .territorial and prestige questions that 
have dominated international relations in the past. The 
experience of the United Nations. with its great power 
veto and its inherent voluntarism. seenis to mock the 
very name of collective security. Scholars and others 
concerned for the future are therefore hard at work 
designing models for a fundamentally new kind of world 
order. Often they advocate some variety of world federa- 
tion. But how, if the nations cannot use the collective 
security procedures they themselves have devised, will 
they be induced to take the much more radical step of 
relinquishing sovereignty itself‘? 

There is another form of macropolitical organization. 
one that has been far more common in the past than 
balances of power and has proved quite durable in niany 
instances. This is universal empire, defined as domi- 
nance (de jrrre or tie fucto) established by conquest or 
other means. strongly organized and enforced or loosely 
structured and indirectly exercised, benevolent or op- 
pressive. Empire is an entire political universe secured 
by one central people or ruling group. 

No statesnien and few scholars (even those safely 
distant from governnient) have suggested universal eni- 
pire as a solution to current problems of world order. 
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“Imperialism” and “empire” are unsavory words in  
today’s political lexicon. Empire implies dominion over 
subject peoples; at the ‘very least i t  deprives theni of 
independence. Its past. manifestations have usually 
worked to the destruction of such political. civil. and 
personal liberties as the peoples under its sway niay have 
had in the first place. Some observers th ink  enormous 
empires also discourage originality in the arts and sci- 
ences aiid whatever else i t  takes to make men and women 
truly human. And when empires disintegrate. as sooner 
or later they must, chaos follows. 

Further, our political universe now reaches over the 
whole globe. No past enipire has approached this mag- 
nitude; Rome, China, or any other world enipire of the 
past was puny by comparison. An attempt at world 
conquest now would alrnost certainly invite nuclear 
destruction of the aggressor, as well as everyone else. 
American defeat in Indochina and assorted tribulations 
of other great powers suggest that even relatively niodest 
order-maintenance or power-enhancement projects are 
difficult and may not be reasonably certain of success in 
present conditions. Universal empire is now not only 
unwanted, i t  is probably impossible. 

t is a mistake. however. to dismiss world I empire froni our calculations. I n  sonic im- 
portant ways both history and psychology. and thus 
human values and expectations. are on its side. We can 
learn from it. Foriitrirwxd etirpire /ins herti the ‘ ‘rrormnl 
thitrg. ” the typical cultiritratitrg political fortti of ci\siliw- 
tiorrs. The regular course of dynamic polilkd entities 
has been froni tribe or nation, through participation in  
some kind of balance of power. to hegemony. and finally 
imperium. A non- or anti-imperial political ethos does 
not hinder seriously the imperial process. Much of 
Ronian, British. and in  sonie respects Aiiierican hisrory 
attests to that fact. Where this culmination has not heen 
accomplished. as in the Hellenic case. thc people in  
question have frequently been absorbed into soiiie otlicr 
imperial structure. Posterity remarks of theni that they 
“lost greatness” or retreated in its face. and admonishes 
contemporaries to beware of following such sorry exani- 
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ples. But when the imperial course has been crowned 
with success, and when i t  has been followed by cultural 
and political integration of component peoples, empires 
have lasted forcenturies, and posterity calls them great. 

The force of the idea of empire and its association with 
both national greatness and order is even more striking 
than the frequent appearance of world empire in history. 
National greatness and imperium are equated prittra 

fac ie .  Here is a sample culled from desultory reading: 
"Under the wide heaven, all is the king's land. Within 
the boundaries of the land, all are the king's subjects" 
(Shih  Cliitrg); "Above all, for empire and greatness, i t  
importeth most, that a nation do profess arms as their 
principal honour, study, and occuparion" (Francis Ba- 
con); "The Periclean empire had been the greatest 
political structure ever built on Hellenic soil ..." 
(Werner Jaeger); "One can see from the behavior of 
government of 4 I I and 404 [ B.C.] how little concern oppo- 
nents of Periclean imperialism had for the greatness of 
Athens" (Jacqueline de Romilly); "Millions of Ger- 
mans accepted totalitarian control as the price for na- 
tional greatness" (D. George Kousoulis); "If one looks 
back across Asia's endless centuries one finds that China 
has often been great but India never-except under 
conquerors" (Charles Sulzberger); "Peace is more ini- 
portant than greatness" (Henry M. Pachter, against U.S. . 
intervention in  Vietnam). Few of the persons quoted 
were favorable to enipire and imperialism; all equate 
greatness with empire. 

National greatness need not be equated with empire, 
of course. India has been great in  terms of its contri- 
butions to philosophy. art .  and religion. The Israelites. 
through religion and culture. have had more effect on 
humanity than any number of vast imperia. The true 
political legacy of Athens is not its failed empire, but the 
polis. The greatness of the United States lies not in  its 
imperial adventures or even in  its expansion to supracon- 
tinental dimensions. but in  the creation and maintenance 
for two centuries of a vast federal republic ("a vast 
federal republic" used to be considered a contradiction 
in terms) and in  the development of an economy that 
yields material ?bundance for the majority of its people. 
These are unprecedented achievements. and truly great 
ones. 

But none of this alters the point. Ask a few randonily 
chosen persons to name three great states or civilizations 
and the proposition will be confimied: national greatness 
is equated with imperial status. 

Empire niay confer little tangible benefit on most I 

nicnibers of  the dominant national group. Nonetheless. 
people, "little people," will often make enornious 
sacrifices in  the name of their country's greatness. Men 
and women have been exulthntly willing to die for their 
country and "the empire." (How many have gone into 
battle with the name of the balance of power on their 
lips?) The least of the marchers in the triumph. even the 
lowliest spectator. can imagine himself bathed in the 
nimbus of the conqueror. 

In other respects as well empire has exerted a powert'ul 
and tenacious hold on the human imagination. I t  has 
seemed. and in  many places still seems, the normal. the 
natural, political mode. (Here we must remember that 

the words used are less important than the thing they 
refer to.) Empire is identified with continuity and order 
and often has a kind of sacred character attached to it. 
The lure of unification under strong imperial leadership 
has been especially powerful in times of trouble; that is 
to say, much of the time. We frequently encounter 
expressions of longing for transformation of a present 
age of iron to a presumably golden future of imperial 
tranquility. 

abit and experience are on the side of H empire, and the hierarchical and authori- 
tarian institutional forms i t  implies. Republics have been 
rarer in history than monarchies and empires. Outside 
the political realm, and even within politically liberal 
societies, hierarchy and authority prevail even today in 
the social experience of most individuals. Administra- 
tion and large-scale economic activity are almost invari- 
ably carried on along bureaucratic-that is, hierarchical 
and authoritarian-lines; the giant corporation much 
resembles its imperial counterpart. So also with educa- 
tion (including most higher education). One need not 
elaborate on the character of the traditional family in all 
civilizations; current variations may or may not be 
lasting. Religion, especially within Christendom, is a 
strong case in point. The claim of the Roman Catholic 
Church to universal authority is reflected in its organiza- 
tion. itself derived from the model of imperial Rome. 
The ubiquitous presence of the Church and its survival as 
ii religious-politicnl bystem for two thousand years has 
contributed powerfully to a generalized ( i f  sometimes 
unconscious) assumption that both heavenly and teni- 
poral order conforni to the hierarchical imperial design; 
that that design is part of the natural order. 

Perhaps the most important illustration of the force of 
the imperial idea is drawn from the one area that has 1101 
been effectively unified politically after fifteen hundred 
years. For a millennium after its actual demise in  the 
West the imperial order of Rome retained its symbolic 
importance. Rome was "restored" in the Holy Roman 
Empire, which for seven centuries was a real unifying 
political entity in  the mind of Europe and for three more 
centuries lingered in  some quarters as a symbol of 
divinely inspired order. I t  lingered long after Europe's 
real structure had been transfomied into a balance of 
power among sovereign states. 

The European balance, together with its successor, the 
present global system, has been the most extensive and 
lasting balance-of-power configuration in history. I t  is 
the great exception to the historical rule of political 
development. The members of the European system 
shared a common political and (Russia possibly ex- 
cepted) cultural heritage. As in republics, the successful 
operation of the European balance depended on tacit but 
real consensus as to the rules and limits of the political 
game. When. as in the Napoleonic case, the consensus 
failed. the system was endangered. In addition. Europe 
had the rest of the globe to iniperialize. There was an 
outlet for tensions and rivalries that. had they been 
confined within Europe. might rather quickly have 
destroyed the system. At just about the point at which 
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Europe and some of its former colonies had for all 
practical purposes brought the entire world under their 
sway, leaving no more wor!ds to conquer, the system 
began to show signs of massive, increasing, and perhaps 
terminal decay. In the present situation-the global 
balance-both common political culture and external 
outlets for tensions generated within the system are 
lacking. Given these realities and the previously noted 
difference in kind between today’s crucial world prob- 
lems and those of the past, one may doubt that-the 
balance of power is going to be notably more workable 
than universal empire is possible. We are up against a 
dilemma for which the macropolitical experience of 
civilizations has not prepared us. 

here is no assurance that the dilemma can or T will be resolved. We desperately need an 
ordered world, but we’have no historical models suited to 
present circumstances. The human race may well stum- 

ble along directionless, unt i l  at last some calamity 
plunges us into an age more terrible than any dark age of 
the past. I f  we are lucky. Into extinction if w& are not. 

There is no assurance, but there is reasonable hope. 
Human beings have occasionally demonstrated great 
inventive talent in social and political affairs, as well 
as in scientific and technical matters. We may work rea- 
sonably toward happier outcome, a world order 
fashioned from a synthesis of elements of familiar fornis 
and new ones-perhaps as yet not elaborated-ways of 
dealing with the new situation we face. Our efforts will 
have a chance of success only  if we are mindful of the 
variety of historical types of political organization, and 
the uses of each of them. No project can succeed if 
essential data and experience are omitted from its de- 
sign. Universal empire and its political and psychologi- 
cal buttresses must be included in our calculationg, as 
well as forms more compatible with our understanding of 
freedom and human development. 


